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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
CHARLES WARREN, OF RocKFORD, ILLINOIs. 
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2014,545. 
Application filed August 20, 1903. 

Specification of Letters Patent, at ented Jan. 9, 1912. 
Serial No. 513,756. 

7) (all thon, it (ty (oncern: 
IBe it known that I, CIA LEs WARREN, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Rockford, in the county of Winnebago and 
State of Illinois, have invented new and 
useful Improvements in Autopneumatic 
I’laying IDevices for Musical Instruments. 
of which the following is a specification, 
reference being had to the accompanying 
drawings, forming a part thereof. 
. The purpose of this invention is to pro 
vide an improved construction for certain 
elements and portions of a pneumatic action 
and connections for the same for automatic 
playing of musical instruments, particularly 
designed for the interior player action of an 
automatic operable piano. 

It consists in the elements, and features 
of construction shown and described as in 
dicated in the claims. 

In the drawings:-Figure 1 is a fore-and 
aft vertical section through the upper por 
tion, including the manual of an upright 
hi no equipped with this invention at the 
line 1-1 on Fig. 2. Fig. 2 is a partly sec 
tional front elevation of the same, section 
being made through the pneumatic action at 
the line 2-2 on Fig. 1, another section be 
ing made at the line 2*-2 on Fig. 1. Fig. 
3 is a detail plan view of the primary pneu 
matics for controlling the shut-off and regu 
lating motor pneumatics of the vent valves 
and air connections for the same. Fig. 4 
is a detail.section at the line 4-4 on Fig. 
2. Fig. 5 is a vertical axial section of a 
primary pneumatic and its valves for con 
trolling the re-roll, take-up and reversing 
mechanism section being made lengthwise 
of the valves at the axis of the pneumatic 
diaphragm. Fig. 6 is a rear elevation of an 
automatic governor for the roll-actuating 
motor. Fig. 7 is a section at the line 7-7 on 
Fig. 6 on a slightly reduced scale. Fig. 8 
is a detail section at the line 8-8 on Fig. 6. 
Fig. 9 is a section at the line 9-9 on Fig. 6. 
Fig. 10 is a horizontal section of the case 
showing the foundation board in top plan 
view. Fig. 11 is a partially sectional front 
edge elevation of a E. containing several 
primary pneumatics and their valves, sec 
tion being made in vertical plane through 
one of the valves, as at 11-11 of Fig. 10. 
The structure represented in the drawings 

shows a customary construction of an up 

right piano, of which the familiar parts are 
represented by letters as follows: A is the 
foundation board underneath the manual 
keys, 13, extending to the upright ends of 
the case, (; E the hammer action. The aut 
timatic playing devices comprise a pneu 
natic action which as a whole is indicated 
by the letter, F. It is mounted above the 
rear part of the manual keys, having a base 
board, F, which extends to the ends of the 
ease and supported thereon. The control. 
ling mechanism, comprising the tracker 
board, G, roll carriage, H, and rolls Hi, H2, 
thercoil, and motor, J, for the rolls, is lo 
cated above the pneumatic action, the sev 
eral elements constituting said controlling 
irlechanism being mounted upon the carry 
ing bar, K, supported on the ends of the 
case, the ineans for l'oducing suction or 
exhaust tension for operating the pneu 
matic action comprises the pumpers, L, IL, 
connected respectively with exhaust air bel 
lows, M, M, which are mounted in vertical 
osition just inside the two ends of the case 
beyond the lateral range of the manual. 
The two chambers, M, M, are connected by 
an air trunk, M, so that both are affected by 
the action of either of the pumpers, I., I, 
said pumpers, however, communicate di 
rectly each with the exhaust air bellows, M, 
at the corresponding end of the instrument; 
such connection being made by short air 
trunks, I, leading into valve chambers, M., 
M", whicl are mounted upon the fixed walls 
of the belows, M, M, respectively, as clearly 
seen in the drawings. 
The pneumatic action comprises primary 

pneumatic chambers, 1, of which there are 
a pitti'ality for corvenience of arranging the 
pneumatics for the several keys in a plural 
ity of banks or levels as is customary. Ex 
cept as related to this point of convenience, 
the channbers, 1 1, may be regarded as con 
stituting a unitary chamber. These 
nary pneumatic chambers are mounted in 
a unitary structure comprising two vertical 
end chambers, 2, 2, which connect and rel atively. position the primary pneumatic 
chambers 1, 1, which open into said end chambers. Each of the primary pneumatic 
chambers is partitioned intermediate its ends 
at any point which may be selected for di 
viding between the higher and lower parts, 
commonly distinguished as treble and bass 
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respectively. From the exhaust air cham 
bers bellows, M, M, air trunks M. M., 
lead to the end chambers, 2, 2, respec 
tively, their communication there with be 
ing controlled by valves, 4, 4, in the end 
chambers, respectively, mounted for sliding 
upon the vertical wall thereof over the ports 
of inlet of said trunks. The unitary struc 
ture constituting the pneumatic action is 
strengthened by a longitudinal t) oard, 
F. which forms the top wall of the ell 
shal ners, 2, 2, and (; ) is top loan there 
are lic inted not or aetiatic's, , , and 
5. ii. ('t lineted respectively to the valves. 
4, for act lating then. E::::: if the valves 
has tui operating stein, "... extet (ig 1) 
through the top (if the (lhanly' , 2, it; wee' 
the ferating fingers, i. (3, which roject 
from the upper walls, - which are the ill 
ig walls.--of the pneratic's, 5 aid '', 'e- 
spectively. The finge', (i, in the line nati', 
5, extends over the end of the valve stem. 4, for operating pon it for thrusting the 
valve downward as the pneumatic' is 'il 
lapsed. The finger, 6., extends over at ad 
justable stop, 4', which is lountee on the 
sten, 4", and may be set higher or le) we' on 
silid ste so as to le encountered socine' (' 
later in the collapsing action of tie ( - 
natic, 5, the adjustment being inade act' I'l- 
ing to the extent to whicla it is desired to 
have the valve, 4, closed by the collas' (f 
said pileumatic, 5*, as hereinafter 'xllaine (t. 
IFor controlling the not ol' nematic's. 5, 5. 
a duct, , extends in the top board. '. Frou 
the left-halict end thereof, which extents ie 
yond the chainlper, 2, at 1 hit ('id, opening 
into each of sail Deltatic's, i. its seen it 
Fig. 2, and connected at the ent in the s'er 
hanging portion of the t ( ) is a 'd y a lexi 
lle title, 8, with a loriary net natic", ), 
lan inted in a pinnay are it natic chaille', 
10, supported on the foundation board, A. 
A vent for the pneumatic, 9, is provide by 
1 Leans of a dict, 11, leading to a port, 2. 
in a valve block, 13, sapported on sail fit 11 
dation board said port, being controlled ty 
a valve, 14, fulcrained on the foundation 
loarci and terminating for 1:ntial operation 
at a convenient point, at the front of the 
attal. For controlling the unotor pet 

nati's, , ;", dicts, 5, 15, are fouled in 
the to board. F, leading from the left 
had overhanging end thereof to said piet 
Jatic's respectively, all coln''ted 'c'slic'- 
tively at said overhangiig (ills by flexible 
tules, 16, 6", leading to the primary pneu 
natics. 17, 17, in the primary pnetiatic 
challer, 10, from which went ducts, 18, 18 
lead to file ports in a block, 13", colt red 
by valves, 19, 19, respectively, positioned 
aid fulcrumed similarly to the valve, 14, 
and criminating similarly at points conven 
ict for manual operation at the front of the 

'ali'i, MI, to the lotti', .. 

ber, 10, is connected with the left-hand ex 
laust air chamber bellows, M, by an air 
trunk, 20. From the construction thus far 
described, it will be understood that when 
the operator operates the valve, 14, for open 
ing the vent port, 12, venting the pneumatic, 
9, both the lot or pneumatics, 5,5, will be 
collapsed and fully close the valve, 4, shut 
ting of air connmunication from the entire 
pri alary pleitmatic action, putting said ac 
tion out of Service and preventing titomatic 
playing. It will also be understood that 
lipol (perating the left-hand valve, 19, vent 
iiig the primary line natie which controls 
the left-hand notor pneumatic.", the valve, 
4. at that end will be operated for closing 
artially, to an extent determined y the 

a distinent of the stop. 1", on the valve stem, 
-*, thereby restricting the ovement of air 

in the Drinary action and with the effect 
of softening the bass action; and that when 
tle right-hand valve, 19, is sinilarly oper 
ited, similar effect is produced by means of 
the right-land motor pneumatic. 5, par 
titly clising the right-hand valve, 4; and 
st ?tiliig the trelle action. 

\ is tistal it automatic playing devices 
('lly illg it air lot (; for citating the 
I'lls to rolet le cit roller sheet, the same 
sotti''' if S 'tion is nati' a vailable for the 

('litat it action and for the of tr. l'or 
this lipse, an air trunk. 21. leads to the 

ti', is tiltin late connection teing througly 
all inter ediate leans, whici will le now 
tles' rite' , with the light-hand exhaust air 
(la let liellows, AI. The internetiate co 
tit’t it is comprise a governing device eon 
sisting of a spring-expanded tellows. 22, 
will critic'; ('s ty' nea is of an air 
t 'tik. 2, with sail right-lad yellows, A, 
it to y : "as i? an air-runk. 24, with a 
\; \e (; lit 't'. ... which in t it in is "on 
etc. with the aii it tak. 21. this complet 

ing the lite "c titlini'a list firou the 
Within the 

rty eitriellows. 22. there is a flexible valve, 
21, will coil it is tie port. 2, by which 
said bellows 'ollinicates with the air 
link, 24. This save, 23, is preferably a 
sing fastened at . Inc ('i it to the fixed board, 
2s, of the bellows, 22, through which said 
port. 27, leads to the air trink, 24, and ex 
tending longit clinally over said port, which 
is itself a long narrow slit adapted to be 
closed gradually by the spring valve, 26 
whe; the latter is depressed at its free en 
all thereby straightened out along the sur 
face of the board, 28, over the said slit or 
port, 27. w 
An adjusting screw, 29, is set through the 

moving onler of the bellows, 22, for en 
counter with the free end of the spring 
valve, 27, to depress it to its seat by the col 
lapse of said bellows, the outer end of the 

instrunet. The primary pneumatic cham- screw being accessible for manipulation to 
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vary the extent of seating of the valve rela 
tively to such collapse. Both the passage 
for ceinection with the chamber, M, and 
that for connection with the notor are con 
veniently formed in the fixed board, 28, of 
said bellows, 22, and both of said passages 
whose portions contained in the board are 
denoted by reference numerals, 23 and 24, respectively, are open through to the back 
side of the board.--that is, the side opposite 
the moving member of the bellows--in ports, 
23 and 24", respectively, and a hood form 
ing a by-pass chaniber, 30, is mounted on 
said side of the board, 28, into which both of 
said ports, 23 and 24, open, so that the pas 
Sages, 23 and 24, are connected through the 
by-pass chaniber independently of their con 
nection through the bellows, 22. The said 
connection through the by-pass chamber is 
controlled by a valve,31,located in the by-pass 
chamber and closing the port, 24. This valve 
is operatively connected with a pneumatic, 32, 
mounted butside the by-pass chamber, and 
having a-stem or plunger, 33, for operatively 
connecting it with the valve, extending 
through the wall of the by-pass chamber 
loosely enough for movement therein and 
for affording a restricted air communication 
between thelby-pass chamber and the pneu 
matic. The pneumatic is pirovided with an 
unrestricted air communication by means of 
a passage, 33, formed in the inclosing wall 
of the pneumatic and having connected with 

35 

40 

45 

50 

it an air duct, 34, which leads to vent-con 
trolling means hereinfter described. The 
spring, 55, for yieldingly expanding the bel 
lows, 22, is preferably located outside said 
bellows, reacting between the stops, 35 and 
35, on the fixed and 1:oving walls, respec 
tively, of said bellows. Upon considering the governor devices 
above described, it may be understood that 
whatever be the exhaust alr tension pro 
duced in the right hand chamber, M, by the 
pumpers, the resulting tension operative 
upon the motor, J., will be determined by the 
tension of the spring, 55; because whenever 
its resistance is overcome so far as to close 
the valve, 26, no further exhaust action is 
communicated to the motor. The well un 
derstood purpose of this governing expedi 
ent is to maintain a governed speed of the 
motor which may be subject to regulation at 
will for governing the rate of playing, such 
goyernment being effected by means of a 
valve, 86, in the valve chamber, 25, which is interposed as noticed in the passage leading 
from the governor to the motor, such valve, 
36, being operated at will to close or open to 

60 any desired degree the port of coalmunica 
tion of the trunk, 25, with the valve cham 
ber, and having connections, 37, extend ing to a finger-piece, 38, for sliding the valve 
to vary said opening dnd regulate the speed 

65 of playing. When thic: roll-operating mech 

anism is reyersed for rewinding or re-rolling 
tle controller sheet after completing the 
playing or for returning to a previous point 
for repeating any portion of the music, it is 
desirable that the notor should operate at the naximum speed which can be given it by 
the degree of exhaust tension maintained in 
the cannher, M, and that the pneumatic ac 
tion should be cut off from the exhaust air 
chamber's during such re-rolling so as to 
prevent playing at that time. In order that 
these results may be effected without detail 
it tention to then separately iy the operator 
is the purpose of the governing devices and 
connections described; and for carrying out this purpose, the motor-operating mecha 
nism has the reversing lever. 37, (whose op 
eration for reversing the direction of driv 
ing. -that is, for shifting the action from 
playing to rewinding-is familiar and need 
not be explained) mounted as a lever arm 
extending off at right angles from the mov: 
ing wall, 39, of a motor pneumatic, 40, the 
mechanism being adjusted by the reversing 
lever for operating the take-up roll for play 
ing when the pneumatic, 40, is collapsed, and 
for rewinding when said pneumatic is ex 
panded. At any convenient position, and as 
illustrated, in the foundation board, A, whose primary pneumatic, 4', is connected 
by a 1 air tube, 46, with the source of the air 
trunk, M', there is mounted a primary pneu 
matic chamber, 41, whose primary pneu 
matic, 41", is connected with its valves, 42 
and 43, for closing the communication with 
t; 2 chamber when the pneumatic is 
expanded and opening such communica 
tion when the pneumatic is collapsed. 
From the port controlled by the valves, 
the duct, 44, leads to two connections, 
one with a duct, 45, leading to the motor 
pneumatic, 40, the other with a duct, 34, 
above mentioned leading to the pneumatic, 
32, so that both of said motor pneumatics 
are controlled by the primary pneumatic, 
-41. The vent duct, 48, for controlling the 
primary pneumatic, 41', leads from the port 
controlled by the valve, 14. From this con 
struction, it will be understood that when 
the operator CE the valve, 14, for open 
ing the port which it controls, the vent there 
by afforded through the duct, 11, to the 
primary pneumatic, 9, causes the operation 
of both the motor pneumatics, 5, 5, effecting 
complete shut-off by means of the valves, 
4, 4, of air communication to the pneumatic 
action, and by means of the vent afforded 
through the duct, 48, to the primary pneu 
imatic, 41', causes inflation of the motor 
pneumatic. 40, operating the reverse lever 
for shifting the driving train from the take 
up to the re-wind roll, and the inflation 
simultaneously of the pneumatic, 32, causing 
the valve, 31, to be opened, thus establishing 
direct communication by way of the by-pass 
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chamber, 30, from the exhaust air chan 
lber, M, to the motor giving the motor action 
free from control of the governing device; that is at maximum speed. That is to say, 
from the opening of said valve 14, there 
simultaneously results, first, the shutting off 
of the pneumatic action preventing playing; 
second, the shifting of the driving connec 
tion from the take-up to the rewind roll 
causing rewinding: third, the releasing of 
the motor from all government, causing it to 
act at maximum speed during rewinding. 

I claim :- 
1. In an autopneumatic playing inccha 

nism for musical iristruments, in combina - 
tion with the pneumatic action, take-up and 
re-roll mechanism and reversing cans for 
the same, a shut-off valve for the pnel 
matic action, a motor pneumatic operatively 
connected with the reversing means; a 
motor pneumatic operatively connected with the shut-diff valve; primary pneumatics for 
controlling said motor pnet natics respec 
tively, and a manually operable vent valve controlling both said primary pneumatic's. 

2. In an autopneumatic playing mecha 
nism for musical instruments, a pneumatic 
action comprising a primary pnettmatic 
chamber; an air trunk communicating with 
such chamber; a shut-off valve controlling 
such communication; two motor pnel innatics. 
both non-interferingly connected with such 
shut-off valve for operating the same; means 
limiting the valve actuating action of oile 
of the notor pneumatics adapted to cause 
the valve to be only partially closed by said 
pneumatic; primary pneumatics for con 
trolling said motor pneumatics respectively. 
and manually operable vent valves for the primary pneumatics. 

3. In an autopneumatic playing metha 
nisian for musical instruments in collinil 
tion with a longitudinally extended prin: ry 
pneumatic chanaber and primary pneumatics 
tlerein, said clhamber being partition cd in 
termediate its ends: air trinks conna linicat 
ing with the two end portions respectively: 
a shut-off and regulating valve for control 
ling each of said connications: a slaut-off pneumatic and a regulating pileupatic op 
eratively connected with each of said valves; 
means limiting the action of the regulating 
pnetitiatics to cause liciu to July pititially 
close the respective valves; Sep: rate pri 
nary pneumatics for controlling each of 
said regulating pneumatic's; a single pri 
nary pneumatic for controlling both the 
shut-off pneumatics, and imanually opei'alie 
vent valves for controlling said three pri nary pietinatics respectively. 

4. If an at it opernatic playing mecha 
nisin for musical instruments, exhaust in ech anism; a pneumatic: action comprising a pri 
nary pneumatic chamber; all air passage 
constituting means of communication from 
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said exhaust mechanism to such chamber; a 
valve controlling such communication; a 
notor pneumatic cratively connected with 
such valve; adjust alle incans for positively 
limiting the valve-closing actiot of the no. 
tor pnellulatic; a prinary pneumatic for 
controlling such motor pileumatic, and a 
laturally operable vent valve for controlling 
the primary pneumatic. - 

i5. In all autopneumatic playing mecha 
nisin, in combination with a pneumatic ac 
tion, a slut-off valve for the same; a motor 
piculatie for operating such shut-off valve: 
a prin a 'y pictinia lic for controlling such 
lot (or pneumatic: it in exhaust air clauuer; 

a pneumatic motor; take-up and re-roll 
necla1nisin operated therely: a reversing 
nea is for said mechanism; a motor poli 
natic which operates said reversing means: 
a guveriling device between the exhaust air 
chanbcr and the motor; a by-pass around 
sail governing device; a valve which con 
trols such bypassa notor pneumatic which 
operatics such valve; a primary pneumatic 
which court rols both the last-mentioned 
not or pine unnatic and the motor pneumatic 
which operates the reversing means, and a 
man, ally operahlc vent valve for controlling 
both saic rimary pneumatics. - 

G. In an autopneumatic playing mecha 
nism, in combination with a pneumatic ac 
tion having a partitioned primary pneu 
matic clhamber; shut-off valves controlling the partitioned portions respectively; sep 
arate in for priciumatics for operating said 
shut-off valves: a primary pneumatic con 
trolling both said not or pneumatics; an ex 
hast air claibel": it pneumatic motor; take 
p : 1 ( re-roll inoclinisms operated thereby; 

a 'c' versing it'ai is for said mechanisin; a 
not or incinnatic: operatively connected with 
Said reve'sing int': ins; a governing device 
ict were the exllust air claimler and the 
not or ; a low-pass a 1"ot ind said governing de 
vice: a valve. willicl controls satch by-lass; 
a lot or neumatic whicl operates said 
valve: a primary pneumatic which controls 
both the last-inentioned motor pneumatic 
and the not ot' pneumatic willic operatic's 
tle riversing teans, and a nantially oper'- 
it cd vent valve for c introlling both said pri n:lly pneumatics. 

7. In an automatic playing mechanisin, in 
coil bination with a pneuiiliatic action, a slut 
of valve for thc same and means for actit 
:uting it; an exhaust air chamber; a pneu 
matic notor; take-up and re-roll mecha 
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nisin operated thereby: a reversing means . 
for said mechanism: a motor pneumatic 
which operates said reversing means; a gov 
ering device between the exhaust and the 
air motor chamber; a by-pass around said 
governing dgvice; a valve which controls 
said by-pass; a motor pneumatic which op 
erates such valve; a primary pneumatic 
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which controls, both the last mentioned at Chicago, Illinois, this 7th day of August, 
motor pneumatic and the motor pneumatic 1909. 
which operates the reversing means, and a - 4 t N manually operable vent valve for controlling CHARLES WARREN. 
said primary pneumatic. In the presence of - 

In testimony whereof. I have here into set JULIA S. ABBOTT, 
my hand, in the presence of two witnesses, CIIAs. S. IBURTON. 


